"__ air" is when a blank or frozen image is being broadcast
A broadcast that is not previously recorded
__ delay allows live shows to be reserved for a time slot
Cable channels reserved for low-budget programming: __ access
When the show has been seen before, maybe recently
Short for "situational comedy"
Part of a newscast that features scores and game results
A single show in a series of the same title
__ replay allows review of a live event, especially sports
"This has been a public __ announcement of this station..."
A unique program that relates to a seasonal or current event
TV show featuring characters popularized in another TV show
Part of a newscast that tells you if you'll need an umbrella
Programming with contestants in a studio trying to win prizes
Everything that is not broadcast live is pre-__
Programming featuring a host and guests discussing current events
"This has been a test of the __ Broadcast System..."
Common name for talk shows that run after the 11:00pm news
When a scheduled show is replaced by another show
TV programming that runs between 8pm and 11pm
When a radio station and a TV station broadcast the same audio
Daytime dramas originally oriented toward housewives
The FCC is the Federal Communications __
The prerecorded audience response used on some sitcoms
The cable programs most in demand are offered on __-__-__
The part of the broadcast that pays for the rest
Common term for a sedentary, frequent TV viewer
Nonfiction TV show telling the story of an actual event or person
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